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Major Delivery for Ordnance
Survey Mapping Programme
Ordnance Survey have placed two record
orders for Laser~Scan mapping systems, as
part of a major expansion of their mapping
programme.
Fifty VAXstation based systems, each
with Laser-Scan LITES2 mapping software,

were delivered in April, followed by a
further fifty four systems, ordered in June.
The mapping software delivery includes
10 extra STRUCTURE licences to be used
in the production of Land-Line - an
enhanced large scale digital product of
seamless data to be officially launched in
April 1993.
This latest delivery will be used in.a
wide range of other projects, including the

initial production of 1:10,000 scale base
maps, and the expansion of the OS
'Superplan' customised map service. In
particular, the new systems will enable the
completion dates for 1:1,250 and 1:10,000
scale digital map data to be significantly
advanced.
Peter Haywood, manager of OS Digital
Carto Services Division commented:
'Laser-Scan is already a major system
supplier to OS. They provide flexibility,
quality and most importantly they have an
excellent understanding of our business
needs. Laser-Scan continuously enhance
their product range, and so greatly improve
the durability and investment in existing
•
software.'

3i and Clayhithe
invest in Laser-Scan

Jim Utterson, Chairman

Major investments by the 3i Group and
Clayhithe plc have significantly
strengthened Laser-Scan's financial base.
3i, already a share-holder in the
company, has increased its investment to
23.7% of the issued share capital. Clayhithe
plc now have a 29.9% stake.
Mr.J.P.Utterson OBE, formerly chairman
of STC Communications International, has
been appointed a non-executive director
and chairman of Laser-Scan Holdings plc.
Laser-Scan Chief Executive Dr Mike
Jackson commented: 'The increased

investment made by two such prestigious
companies should be seen as a clear
endorsement of the company's potential for
future success.' The announcement follows
the sale of the remaining interest owned by
British and Commonwealth Venture
Investments Ltd.

•

See page 4 for product updates on
• VTRAK • METROPOLIS
• HORIZON· LAMPS

and P2 for the NEW METROPOLIS mapper
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In good company
An increasing number of business
agreements with major market players
continues to enhance Laser-Scan's
reputation as a world class GIS supplier.
Recently announced ....

Laser-Scan has joined Oracle's Business

Partnership Programme - Oracle products
will now be offered as part of applications
packages, marketed with an embedded

ORACLE licence ....
IBM and Laser-Scan have signed an
agreement to jointly market Open Systems

VTRAK. In response to demands from

--- - ----- ------ - -•

IBM's user base, the new agreement will
result in a front-end data capture tool for

IBM GIS users ....
The UK Hydrographic Office and LaserScan have announced a collaborative
venture, jointly marketing the hydrographic
charting skills, services and technologies

developed by the two organisations. Main
targets for the new venture will be national
and international commercial charting
organisations ....... .

•

Laser-Scan and Ordnance Survey

METROPOLIS
mapper breaks new ground

Pictured at the Metropolis Mapper launch, from the left, Dr Mike Jackson of Laser-Scan,
Professer David Rhind, Ordnance Survey and Mr Geoff Shingles of Digital. .

Launched in May, METROPOLIS Mapper
is the first commercial venture with
Ordnance Survey in response to their call
for new business initiatives. Laser-Scan,
OS and Digital have collaborated to produce
a ready-to-go, entry level GIS which arrives
with OS data ready installed. It is aimed at
users of paper maps who do not yet need a
full scale customised system.
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Competitively priced - Mapper represents
the first GIS available to this growing
market sector. Laser-Scan, OS and Digital
see both the product, and their
collaboration, as highly significant to the
future direction of the GIS industry.
For a free METROPOLIS Mapper video,
call Madge Tierney on 0223 420414.
•

mM's Peter Gee with Duncan Leopold,
Laser-Scan's Sales Director

LAMPS

BFlRe<:)-

GRAPHICS

lights the path
forward
A collaboration with Barco Graphics of
Belgium has resulted in the first 'complete'
digital map production system. Barco is a
major supplier of electronic publishing
systems, and has joined forces with LaserScan in response to a specific need from
large map production agencies.
Providing a complete map production
facility, LAMPS is now available as a
combined package with Barco Graphic's
MERCATOR electronic publishing system.
From input from VTRAK, information can
now be processed and output as ready to
print, high quality film. Steps in between
can include manual digitising in LITES2,
cartographic data base management
(LAMPS), complex symbolization and
WYSIWYG - What You See Is What You Get
- map editing.
Laser-Scan and Barco are now launching a
joint marketing campaign aimed at the
international map making community.

•

Top security!
One of the Group's star performers last

year were Imaging System Division's
security design products, with Laser-Scan
consolidating its role as a major player in
this highly specialised market.
Laser-Scan's HRD - High Resolution
Display and Plotter - allows the user to
create the highly intricate security
document designs necessary to foil the

forgers and counterfeiters. The latest
challenge of such equipment is to beat the
increasing sophistication of colour copiers

viewed image can finally be plotted onto
special photosensitive film at the same high
accuracy and resolution.

is a secretive market - so it's a measure of
our success that we are so widely used by
so many prestigious organisations,'
•

'Before the use of computers the detailed

geometric patterns, known as Guilloche,
were generated by mechanical lathes. Now
technology can allow the swift creation of
more complex designs, combined with
traditional elements such as portraits,
artist's drawings, and typography. Hidden

A licence to
print money

,

and scanners.

within these intricate patterns are special
security effects which offer protection
against the hi-tech forger.'

The HRD consists of a large screen, lm
by 70cm, onto which a laser-beam provides

Laser-Scan's latest product in this field,
the High Resolution Plotter (HRP), plots

The NOTATION bank note and security

the fine lines necessary to create an
effective design. Peter Woodsford, deputy

directly onto -conventional silver

at the Bank of England Museum. A joint

photographic films.

venture between Laser-Scan and Debden

chairman of Laser-Scan explains the

Laser-Scan's customers in this field make
impressive reading, including The Bank of
England Printing Works and security
printing works in Germany, Spain, Poland,
Russia and Argentina. The first system
installed was at Thomas De la Rue in

Security Printing (a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Bank of England),
NOTATION is a complete turnkey system

secrets of HRD's success. 'The key
advantage of the HRD is its ability to

produce a very fine line. This resolution is
combined with precise control over line
thickness. The software which controls the
laser is also capable of generating very
smooth curves and intricate patterns. This
is helped by the custom-built optics within
the laser housing which allow highly

accurate positioning of the beam necessary
to create effects such as small curves. The

••••

design system was launched early this year

comprising security design software from
Debden, and Laser-Scan HRD hardware

and software. The first customer for

which handles security printing, The HRD

NOTATION is the Norges Bank
Seddentrikker in Oslo - delivered late last

used by the Bank of England was used to
design the latest version of the £5, £10 and
£20 notes.

year, designers with no previous computer
experience were generating their first
designs on the system within a month of

Basingstoke, part of the De la Rue Group

Peter concludes - 'By its very nature this

delivery.

•
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Latest releases
As part of the ongoing product development
programme, major enhancements to
existing products have now been
announced:

Open Systems
VTRAK version 2.0
• Paintout, allowing deletion of data
following vectorisation. Prevents double
digitising and aids complex line following.
• Autopass - automatic line following in
selected zones
• Semipass for bulk data capture of features
intersected by an operator defined line
• Specification of default attribute values
• Uncompressed TIFF supported as an
option in the IMPORT RASTER facility.

LAMPS Version 4
•
•
•
•
•

Prioritised feature representation
Multiple representation within features
Large polygon handling capability
Edgematch against read-only maps
No limits on the number of LITES2
macros, variables and menu boxes
• Hershey library of fonts
• PostScript hardcopy output
• Improved support for AutoCAD DXF and
NTF level 3

HORIZON and
METROPOLIS
• Powerful algebraic expression facilities
for combining data sets, allowing complex
polygon overlay operations
• Support for raster image fitting to ground
control points
• Improved plotting facilities including onscreen plot preview
• Context sensitive or generic on-line help
facility
• Option to handle more grid projections
• Extended User Guide documentation •

Pyioritised feature representation in LAMPS
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Phil Murfitt, Horizon and
Metropolis Product Manager

Tee-talk
Richard Heap, Customer Support Manager,

offers technical advice to LINES readers and invites your comments.

Archiving . the
golden rules
One of the simplest procedures, yet the job
that is most often neglected - backing-up.
Many simple faults reported on our
Helpline can be rectified immediately by
installing the last back-up. But if there is
no system in place for regular archiving
then easy fault solving becomes almost
impossible.
Archiving should be fundamental to system
operation. Data should be backed up daily,
with a regular weekly system back-up also
on the schedule. Losing data, as everyone

knows, can prove extremely costly.
Crucial though archiving is, many
organisations still fail to back-up as
regularly as they should. If you would find a

formal seminar or training session on
archiving techniques useful, please contact
me for further details.

Testing, testing
All Laser-Scan software and updates are
rigorously checked by both our Engineering
and Customer Support teams. But faults do
sometimes creep through, and of course our
Helpline exists to sort these out as soon as
possible.
Many of our customers use standard data
sets for checking software deliveries inhouse - if any are willing to copy these to
Laser-Scan then it will considerably
improve our fault-finding procedure for
those customers. Reported problems could
easily be replicated, and also, if a standard
data set is already with us, a new order
could be tested in advance of delivery.

Migration from
VWS to Windows
Free software is available for those
customers with older versions who wish to
migrate from VWS to Windows/Motif. This
new feature is also part of the current
software release, shipped at the end of
1991.
The move to Windows/Motif follows
Digital's universal product standardisation,
with VWS only available as an option, As a
result Laser-Scan software is now high
performance, easier to use and is an
industry standard product.

Catching the bugs
We often receive requests for 'bug lists' so
that faults found can be quickly remedied.
After long consideration, we fee l this is
impractical - we are daily remedying
problems found so a list would soon
become obsolete. Phoning our Helpline
number is still the quickest way to stamp
out bugs.

your site in order to gain a brief background
to your work and the equipment in use, and
then feed this information into training
tailored to meet your exact needs. This
face to face approach will also result in a
better understanding of your support
requirements. Send or call for a brochure
for more information.

Modem news
Approved modem links will bring a greater
sophistication of support, allowing
modifications to be made 'on site', within
customers own systems. Clients wishing to
have on line modem support should contact
their liaison officer and ask for Software
Support Plus.

Improved training

Helpline
Our new telephone support
system has now been
running for over a year, and
has proved very successful.
All calls are assured of a same-day reply.

New service

Laser-Scan's training programme is already
well established, and provides a good range
of courses for all levels of Laser-Scan GIS
users.
IT your organisation's commitment to
Laser-Scan's systems is significant why not
arrange a reciprocal training programme.
We will be happy to send support staff to

Software support is now also available via a
modem with the new Software Support
Plus service.
For any queries, comments or suggestions
on how we could improve our service,
please contact Richard Heap on (0223)
420414. Remember! Our Helpline number
is (0223) 423069.
•

Training Courses
COURSE TITLE

DAYS

COST

'DISC PRlCE DATES

LASER·SCAN GIS
GIS Concepts
GISOpenltions
GISSystem Management
GIS Applications

£215

!1!!1

1945

£660
£620
£620

L1TES2
Basic LlTES2 Oper.ltions
Advanced LlTES2 Editing
LlTES2 with Raster Backdrop
LlTESZ Macros & Menus

1525
1555

VTRAK(YMS)
Basic VTRAK Oper.ltions
Advanced VTRAK Operations
VTRAK Parameter Thning

£B9O
£B9O

!305
i555

£365
£3!!1
£215
£3!!1

Monday 12 October
Wednesday 14 October
Friday 16 October

Monday 19 October
Wednesday 21 October
Friday 23 October
Monday 26 October

2

1525

2

i555

I

£335

1365
l390
l2J5

l'945

£660

£305
1525

£215
i365

i555

£3!!1

PLEASE NOTE

1525

£365

!305
!305

bookedfor December

£335
£620

£235
1235
1235
£435

£620

£435

VTRAK (OPEN SYSTEMS)
VTRAK Openltions
DTM OPERATIONS
Preparation of data for OTM
Creation of DTMs
1VES Openltions
GENERAL OPERATIONS
Basic Veetor Processing
STRUCTURE Oper.llions
POLYGONS Openltions
Laser·Scan's Gnlphic Representation
Programming with lFF

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
Laser.$can's System Management

Monday 2 November
Thesday 3 November
Monday 5 October and Monday 9 November

2

All courses are fully

·ClI.SJomtn with o:'UmIIl SofIwaTt Srljlport aTt mlillDi 10 a 30'1> discount All priw OTt udrlSivt t{VAT. LSL(CS) 300492 and an wnrd at h'ml t{Finling

For booking, call Lorraine Christopher on 0223 420414
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DISTRIBUTOR

NEWS

A growing network of
international support
Laser-Scan has actively marketed overseas
since it was founded and has relied on a
number of local partners to both establish

encouraged to exchange information and
ideas, especially at the annual Laser -Scan

infrastructure projects get under way.

distributor's conference.

has a large installation in Saudi Arabia, and

the company name and supply the high
level of pre - and post-sale support
demanded. The role of these distributors,

Laser-Scan has signed up distributors in
Scandinavia, Spain, Germany, South Africa,
Greece, Japan, Mexico and Korea and is

in developing these parallel markets, is of
strategic importance in determining the

extending its European network to France,

company's growth and profitability. Our

opportunities are opening up in Eastern
Europe as export licensing regulations are

region, Oman, India and Pakistan. The
most active area of all is the Pacific Rim,
where Laser-Scan has distributors in]apan
and Korea, and is in the process of
negotiating further agreements with
companies in Malaysia, Thailand, Hong

relaxed, and as environmental and

Kong and Australia.

distributor network is continually being
extended, and its members are actively

the Netherlands and Italy. New market

--

In the Middle East, Laser-Scan already
is looking for local partners in the Gulf

-..

---

_

--

--

'Sales are

looking up'

Distributors worldwide gathered together
recently in Laser-Scan for the annual
conference. Held over three days, sessions
were held on marketing, technology and
industry developments as well as new
products, applications, and technical support.

New partnerships include

••••••

SsangYong Computer Systems

technology and Geographic Information

• Intergraph purchase Laser-Scan's VTRAK

Corporation, based in Seoul, is one of
Korea's largest systems integrators with a
strong track record of handling complex

Systems (GIS) throughout the Netherlands,

for Oslo Energy to digitise electricity
foreground information.

mapping and GIS projects for the public

include the following Open Systems
VTRAKsales
• SAGA Petroleum, Norway and Texaco

Belgium and Luxembourg.
Latest orders from new customers

In addition, the Forestry Research
Institute - part of the Ministry of Agriculture

Laser-Scan's latest Dutch VAR. Descartes

• the city of Trollhetten, Sweden for large
scale (1:500 and 1:1000 scale) map

in Athens, Greece have placed a major
contract with Space Hellas, Laser-Scan's
Greek distributor for a major expansion to
their existing Laser-Scan system. The new
equipment includes a large format scanner

will market Laser-Scan's map data capture

digitising

and both VTRAK and HORIZON software. _

sector. Due to market demand SsangYong
have placed an initial order for ten VTRAK
systems ........ Descartes Scanning BV, of
the Netherlands has been appointed as

6

UK for subsea geological map data capture

SALES

•

SALES

•

SAL E S

Laser·Scan move into
the high street!
New store location for Marks and Spencer
is now assisted by Laser-Scan technology.
METROPOLIS GIS has been installed in
the Estates Department of the country's
best known high street store. It is being
used to predict and assess floor space
requirements by relating available sites to
catchment area statistics, and is linked to
Marks and Spencer's statistical database.
Marks and Spencer chose METROPOLIS,
because of its rich functionality and LaserScan's application expertise and support.

MARKS &SPENCER

More recent
sales.....
• The Building Research Establishment,
UK - HORIZON, for a long-term
environmental analysis project into the
effect of pollutants upon building
materials .....
• Department of Survey and Land
Information, New Zealand - VTRAK, for
map data capture ....
• Department of Water Affairs and Forestry,
South Africa - VTRAK and SCREEN 1000
Colour Scanner, for data input to their
existing GIS ....

• Forestry Commission, UK - VTRAK and
HORIZON, for map production and estate
management. ...

• Geonex Martel, USA - VTRAK for
conversion contracts ....
• GIS Technology Centre, Canada HORIZON, as part of a national mapping
project.. ..

• Hydrographic Office, UK - SCREEN 1000
Colour Scanner, to provide raster data for
their existing 4 VTRAK and LAMPS
systems ....

• Oxford Institute of Retail Management METROPOLIS, for market analysis and
academic research work for the retail
sector....

• Precision Blue, USA - Laserplot 4040, for
top quality reproduction ....

Have you seen .....
.... the recent Laser-Scan chapter in the
new Longman encyclopedia on GIS? IT not,
the full reference is given below.
Many papers are written and presented

by both Laser-Scan staff and customers.
These are an invaluable source of
information and in future editions of LINES
we will include a summary of recent papers.
Please let us know of any which you or

your colleagues have prepared by sending a

copy to Linda Miller at Laser-Scan.
Jackson M J and Woodsford P A (1991)
GIS Data Capture Hardware and Software.
In: Maguire D 1, Goodchild M F, Rhind D W
(eds.) Geographical Information Systems:
principals and applications. Longman,
London, pp 239-249, Voll.
•

• US Department of Defense - VTRAK,
supplied in conj unction with ERDAS Inc. •

1
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New territories for digital maps
A digital map database of Canada by the
year 2000 seems a tough challenge, but the
Canada Centre for Geomatics (CCG) at
Sherhrooke, Quebec are currently working
to meet it. They have been assigned to
produce the data required to form the
National Topographic Database (NTDB) the digital format of the 918 maps at
1:250,000 scale and the 12,922 maps at
1:50,000 that form Canada's base mapping.
Crucial to the success of the project are
the twenty-six Laser-Scan workstations,
now in place at eCG, chosen following a
stringent set of production tests. The
Laser-Scan systems produced highly
accurate results in a far shorter time than
the competition - this, combined with the
flexibility of LITES2, convinced CCG that
Laser-Scan was the only supplier of
sufficient cal ibre to win the contract.
As a result CCG has installed LaserScan equipment in the three key areas of
production. LITES2 is used by the Data
Standardization Group to structure and
check data from the wide variety of sources
which contribute to the NTDB. LITES2 is
also used, alongside 12 VTRAK
workstations, in the Scanning Group,

converting stable, base documents of up-todate maps into high quality vector format.
During this process, the 1:50,000 scale
topographic map sheets are initially
scanned on an Optronics scanner. With the
vast quantities of data involved in the
project the semi-automatic editing
capability of VTRAK is vital, as manual
digitising would be too slow.
LITES2 is also central to CCG's
Cartographic Output Group. It is used to
integrate NTDB data with various other
sources, in order to produce the final hard
copy.
The NTDB is a highly prestigious
project. It will meet the growing demand
by GIS users in Canada for digital data,
which is now being used in more and more

diverse applications. In addition to the
more conventional GIS uses, future
applications may include oil-spill
monitoring, hydroelectric transmission
planning and biogeoc1imatic information
systems.
The GIS Technology Centre in Ottawa,
also part of the Ministry of Energy, Mines
and Resources that oversees CCG, installed
Laser-Scan's VTRAK and DTM (Digital
Terrain Modelling) software in 1991. Early
in 1992 the centre added Open Systems
VTRAK and Horizon. The centre aims to
inform and educate potential Canadian
users of GIS technology, and has created a
showcase of products for potential
customers to try in advance of placing an
order.
•

Laser·Scan set
for expansion
Alex Wood joins Laser-Scan as Business
Development Director, bringing over 15
years of experience in the GIS marketplace.
As part of the Laser-Scan senior
management team, Alex will be directing a
new phase in the company's growth with
the introduction of new products and the
further development of international
markets and strategic alliances. He will be
particularly active in ensuring that company
strategies and products take full account of
customer requirements.

Alex is joining the Laser-Scan team from
GeoVision Systems Incorporated where he
was responsible for Canadianllnternational
business. In addition, Alex held numerous
executive management positions in product
development, operations and sales and
marketing.
The knowledge and experience which Alex
brings will be invaluable to the continued
growth of Laser-Scan as the company
moves ahead with the expansion of its Open
Systems product line in early 1993.
•
Alex Wood, Business Development Director
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